Introducing
Heat resistant wear plate

When steel is exposed to heat, it looses its hardness and also its resistance to wear. For many years,
Hardox has been the solution for all wear situations and has become almost synonymous with wear
plate as a concept. What if we could offer you a Hardox that endures heat?
In our wide product portfolio there is Toolox – a steel that serves as a tool for molds and parts subjected to extreme
stress and heat. The secret behind Toolox is a unique chemical composition that allows it to retain its properties
throughout its tough life. At 500 °C, it retains about 80% of its original hardness . In addition to this, the material is
“dead” – it does not hold any inner stresses and is therefore a dream come true in the workshop.
Now, we are proudly introducing Toolox 44 as heat resistant wear plate with the hardness 450 HB. It is an alternative
wear solution to Hardox that is developed specifically for applications subjected to high temperatures.
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Hot slagg bucket, Toolox 33.

Coke oven, Toolox 44.

Rotating knives in blanks manufacturing,
Toolox 44.

High temperture properties for Toolox 44 - typical values
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High temperture properties for Toolox 33 - typical values
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Availability
Toolox is available from stock in thicknesses from 5 mm to 160 mm. For technical information regarding welding,
cutting, drilling and supply please contact your local SSAB representative.
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Application examples
Its unique properties makes Toolox a perfect wear plate for metallurgical industries, cement industries, in
power plants and other areas where the application is exposed to both wear and heat.

